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ABSTRACT
This paper systematically describes the design and validation of a
feasible control scheme for a robotic head stabilization system. Over
the past few decades there has been a growing need for robotic
systems to perform human rescue operations in the event of natural or
manmade disasters. Before autonomous or remotely controlled robotic
victim extraction can be realized, support systems with the capability
to secure the head of a trauma victim in a manner that does not
exacerbate existing spinal injuries needs to be developed. The paper
starts with a brief description of one such previously developed
robotic head stabilization system and examines the various functional
requirements from a design and control standpoint. Detailed dynamic
analysis of the system is done based on which a force control scheme
involving Series Elastic Actuators (SEA) is proposed. The proposed
control scheme is then tested on an ADAMS-MATLAB co-simulation
where the dynamic head support system is modelled in ADAMS and
the force controller in Simulink. Based on the results of the simulation,
a physical prototype is integrated and the proposed control scheme is
validated through experiments. The results of the simulation and
experiment are analyzed, and improvements to the system are
proposed for future experimentation. Based on the results of the
simulation and experiments, the proposed control was found to
successfully meet the desired control metrics in providing accurate
force control for the head support device. The paper ends with a
discussion on possible modifications to the overall system for it to be
used in field robotic rescue.
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INTRODUCTION

In the course of search and rescue operations, robots can
aid first responders in many areas. The use of robots in
performing search-related tasks is a well-researched field, and
there have been many innovative solutions in that area [1]. Yet
a similar problem space that has historically received less
attention is the use of robots to physically rescue a person, in
part due to a lack of sufficiently advanced technology.
For the past decade the U.S Army has sponsored research
into casualty retrieval robots that resulted in several
groundbreaking systems [2]. However, none put specific
emphasis on the support of the head of the person in transport.
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This is a significant shortcoming, for when working with
injured people remotely, detection of potentially lifethreatening cervical fractures is extremely challenging.
While the typical practice for the treatment of traumatic
accidents is to apply both a stabilizing collar to their neck and
then provide support for the head with blocks [3], further
research has shown that the use of a stabilizing collar can also
have deleterious effects on the health of the patient [4].
Additionally, the placement of a stabilizing collar must be
performed by a trained medical professional, and as such is
outside the scope of what can be performed autonomously by a
robot.

removed with the aid of a tool. This is a significant drawback,
as this entails that someone must be present to assist the
removal and possibly use a knife near the face of the injured
person to remove them from the foam.
Another area in which robotic head restraints have been
explored is in car racing. Currently in NASCAR, a device
called the Head and Neck Support (HANS) is worn by drivers
to protect their necks in the event of a crash. It consists of
straps restraining the head to a frame worn on the shoulders,
preventing the head from moving further than the physiological
limits of the human body. However, the straps are somewhat
restraining and the frame is unwieldy. The MechaNek [10] is an
active restraint system utilizing actuated cables fixed to the
helmet to provide constant tension to support the head. The unit
provides drivers a greater range of motion and reduces the size
of the device. In the event of a crash, the controller detects the
acceleration, then increases the tension in the cables and
protects the driver from cervical spine injury.
The above sections indicate the need for a robotic head
stabilization system. One such system designed specifically for
autonomous or semi-autonomous robotic rescue mission is
described in [11]. The design uses a differential mechanism to
provide actuation to head-supporting blocks. Detailed analysis
of the system from a control perspective and validation of the
proposed control scheme through simulation and experiment
will be the subject of this paper. A CAD model of the abovementioned mechanism can be seen in Fig.1.

Outline
Section 2 provides a background on the existing head
support system designs and their potential application in
robotic search and rescue. Section 3 describes the detailed
dynamic modelling of the system and controller design. Section
4 details the co-simulation setup and results. Section 5 explains
the prototype integration followed by Section 6, which
elaborates on the experimental validation. Section 7 draws
conclusions on the results and describes future work related to
this research.
2

BACKGROUND
Technological advancements over the last few years have
increased the capabilities of robotic systems, with the majority
of robotic research being focused towards search and rescue
applications. However, very few systems have been designed
for autonomous or semiautonomous human rescue. Some of the
advanced mobile robotic platforms that have been proposed in
this area include the Robotic Extraction Vehicle (REX) paired
with a larger semi-autonomous Robotic Evacuation Vehicle
(REV), an anthropomorphic robot called the Battlefield
Extraction-Assist Robot (BEAR) that picks up the injured
person in its arms and carry them to safety, and an
anthropomorphic military version of the robotic nursing
assistance robot cRONA [5–7]. Even though all the abovementioned systems are capable of carrying out human rescue
operations, they all neglect providing support to the head and
spine during transport. While the anthropomorphic systems
(BEAR and CRONA) lift the wounded from the ground then
carry them in their arms, the others (REX/REV and similar
systems) use manipulators to pull the victim onto the
stretcher[8]. In summary, to the knowledge of the authors there
are no robotic rescue systems that are capable of providing
active head support.
On the other hand, while head and neck stabilization has
been common practice in emergency medicine, there have been
relatively few robotic attempts to perform the same procedures.
One such method is the use of a quick hardening foam, sprayed
by a robotic module around the head of the victim to provide an
immobilizing support [9]. This was part of a larger modular
victim rescue system. However, the foam would adhere the hair
and skin of the transported person and was required to be
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block
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Figure 1. Head Support System
The system consists of two head support blocks that can slide
as shown in the figure. The blocks are actuated by a cable that
is routed through the redirection and driving pulleys. This
creates a differential mechanism such that when the driving
pulley is pulled backwards with a force fin, it causes the
support blocks to slide providing a total support force fin from
both sides of the head. A detailed view of the differential
mechanism is shown in Fig.2. The advantage of using a
differential mechanism is that, by using a single actuator, the
differential mechanism provides the head support blocks the
freedom to reach an equilibrium position that may be offset
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design counteracts the above shortcomings by integrating an
elastic element for force measurement and compliance. Similar
to the load cell method, SEAs use active force sensing and
closed loop control to counteract the effects of friction and
inertia. However, force feedback is achieved by directly
measuring the compression of the compliant element. A
feedback controller calculates the error between the actual
force and the desired force, applying appropriate control action
to reduce the force error. The advantage is that SEAs introduce
significant compliance between the actuator’s output and the
load, allowing for greatly increased control gains, while still
ensuring the absence of chatter and stability. This results in
high quality force control with smaller, low precision actuators
without the use of expensive load cells.
For the head support system, the driving pulley will be
actuated by a linear actuator through an extension spring, as
shown in Fig. 1. A linear potentiometer will be used to measure
the extension of the spring. As mentioned in [11], constant
force retraction springs will be used to bring the head support
blocks back into the starting position when the force on the
driving pulley is released. The mean time taken to provide neck
stabilization by first responders is found to be 5.64 min +/1.49 min [18]. Studies performed on the actuation effect of the
muscles anchoring the cervical spine show a force of around 16
N perpendicular to the spine corresponds to approximately 35°
of rotation[19]. Thus, the system will be designed along these
metrics, with a desired force of 10 N to be applied to each side
of the head of 10 N, for a total support force of 20 N.

Figure 2. Detailed view of differential mechanism
an equal force on the victims head from both sides. In addition
to avoiding potential injuries from forcing the victims head into
a central position, the use of differential mechanism better
accommodates patients wearing helmets or other kinds of
headgear.
When considering the manner in which to control the
device, pure position control of the driving pulley is an
inadequate approach as it may try to force the injured person’s
head into an undesired posture, without considering any
existing injuries or complications. A better approach is to
stabilize the victim’s head and neck in the position in which the
patient is originally encountered while applying a constant
supportive force. Relying on the differential mechanism to
provide position compliance, the control system is required to
apply a stabilization force within the safe threshold. The system
needs to be designed such that under the presence of both
position and force disturbances the head blocks should not
exert a support force exceeding the set limit.
Force control is done typically using a high quality
servomotor coupled with a feedback control algorithm using a
stiff load cell [12–14]. However, for the above-mentioned
application this method has several shortcomings [15],
including the fact that direct drive actuators of desired torque
and speed characteristics would be bulky and expensive. The
resulting head support system would be too heavy to transport
and too expensive for general use in disaster zones. Smaller
servomotors with gear reduction, such as the Firgelli linear
actuator that was used in this design, introduce significant
friction and inertia, reducing the force fidelity of the entire
system. Moreover using stiff load cells for force feedback
introduces chatter, resulting in sluggish control schemes. In
addition, the non-uniform geometry of the human head and
clinical requirements of replaceable or serializable head support
blocks precludes straightforward measurement of the applied
force at the contact point between the head and the support
block.
Based on the above requirements the best approach would
be the use of a series–elastic actuator (SEA) [15–17]. The SEA

3

SYSTEM DYNAMICS AND CONTROL

In order to design the force controller, detailed
mathematical modelling of the system is performed, with the
following assumptions:
1. The mass of the foam head support
redirection and driving pulleys
compared to the weight of the
person. As such, the inertial
components may be neglected.

blocks, sliders, cable,
are negligible when
head of an average
effects from these

2. The sliding friction of head support blocks is small.
Therefore, if one support block makes contact with the
head before the other, as in the offset case, the
contacting block will come to rest causing the free block
to move twice as fast. The friction in the pulleys can also
be neglected. The free rotation of the driving pulley also
ensures that the cables leave the driving pulley at a 90°
angle of departure.
3. The retraction force exerted by the constant force spring is
assumed constant throughout the range of motion of the
support blocks.
4. The spring constant k of the extension spring is assumed
constant throughout the range of operation of the system.
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f h (t ) 

fin (t )
 fc
2

(2)

From the above equations, along with assumption (4), we
see that f h (t ) can be regulated by controlling fin (t ) . For the
purposes of this paper, we will be using a PID controller with
force feedback to achieve the desired results. The feedback is
measured by recording the deflection of the spring
mechanically in series with the linear actuator, then calculating
the applied force. With this feedback path, the feedback law
can be written as follows:

f din (t )  2( f dh (t )  f c )
e(t )  fin (t )  f din (t )
e(t )  f (t )

(3)

in

Figure 3. Functional layout of the Head Support System

Va (t )  k p e(t )  ki  e(t )dt  kd e(t )

The functional layout of the system can be seen in Fig. 3.
Based on the above assumptions, the dynamic equations of
motion of the system in the case where the head support blocks
have made contact with the head is derived below:
By applying force balance on the driving pulley, the expression
for the force input to the pulley is found to be fin (t )  2 ft (t ) ,
where ft is the tension in one. The input force is exerted on the
pulley by means of linear actuator through the extension spring
proportional to the displacement of the spring fin  kd (t ) .
The deflection of the spring is caused by the displacement
of the linear actuator, which can be modelled as an electro
mechanical system; DC motor connected to lead screw. The
equation for the electrical system is given by
Ra ia (t )  La ia (t )  kbm (t )  Va (t ) while the mechanical system
is given by: J  (t )  b  (t )  T (t ) .The torque exerted by
m m

m m
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Prior to applying the controller to the physical system, the
validity of the proposed control scheme was tested using an
MSC ADAMS-Matlab co-simulation. A co-simulation is one in
which different parts of a system are modelled in separate
software. Continuous exchange of information between the
software during the simulation allows for the modelling of the
complete system.
The physical head support system was completely
modelled in ADAMS, with mass and inertia values
corresponding to those of the actual system components. The
input to the ADAMS model was the velocity output of the
linear actuator, applied to the spring. The model outputs were
the extension of the spring (utilized as a feedback for the
control algorithm), the force exerted by the blocks on the
person’s head, and the cable tension. The ADAMS model was
then exported to Matlab as a Simulink block.
The linear actuator itself was modelled in Simulink using
the Simscape-Electronic libraries. The generic linear actuator
block in Simscape models the linear actuator based on forcespeed characteristics of the actuator, efficiency of motor and
estimated force-independent electrical losses all of which can
be obtained from the datasheet of the actuator used[20].
Based on the spring displacement feedback from ADAMS,
the force applied on the driving pulley is estimated. The PID
controller then computes the voltage to be applied on the linear
actuator based on the error. In order to model actuator voltage
limits, a 12 V saturation block was applied to the output of the
PID controller. The controller was then tuned for the
proportional, integral and derivative gains resulting in the
desired operation behavior. The constant retraction force, fc,
was taken to be 1.07 N based on the retraction springs used in
the prototype. Thus, to reach the desired head support force,

m

the motor can be related with the armature current
by Tm (t )  kb ia (t ) . Finally, the rotary motion of the motor can
be converted into linear motion of the lead screw by the
l
 m (t ) .
following equation d (t ) 
2
Based on the above equations, the open loop transfer
function of the system relating the input voltage to the force
exerted on the driving pulley is given by:

fin ( s )
Va ( s )



lkkb
2 s ( J m La s  (bm La  J m Ra ) s  kb 2  bm Ra )
2

SYSTEM BEHAVIOR SIMULATION

(1)

Once the force exerted by the driving pulley is determined,
the force exerted on the head by the support blocks can be
obtained by taking the force balance at the head support blocks
and the driving pulley:

4
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Figure 4. Block diagram of Co-simulation setup

fdh, of 10.0 N we can calculate the desired input force, fdin, to be
22.14 N based on equation (2). The overall block diagram of
the Co-simulation setup is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows the simulation results with plots of desired
head support force, fdh, head support force applied, fh, desired
input force, fdin, and input force applied, fin. The retraction
springs apply an initial tension on the cable system, which
causes f in to go up by 2 f c at the start of the simulation. The

contact with the injured person’s head. The control system
drives the linear actuator until fin equals fdin, at which point fh
matches with fdh. Together the two blocks will apply a total of
20 N support force on the head, which meets the design
requirements. In result, the simulation shows that with proper
tuning of the control gains the system is able to achieve the
desired performance characteristics with a settling time below 5
seconds and steady state error within 0.1 N.

head support blocks and the human were modeled as rigid
bodies in ADAMS, resulting in an impact when they make
contact with each other. The head support blocks make contact
with the head at exactly 2 seconds, which causes a sudden
spike in the fh due to the impact. However, the spike does not
occur in fin values as the spring smoothens out the impact. In a
real system, the head support blocks will be made of
deformable foam that will prevent an impact when they make

5

PROTOTYPE INTEGRATION
Based on the design goals and results of the simulation, a
proof-of-concept prototype was fabricated to test the validity of
the controller. Medical-grade foam head immobilization blocks
from Morrison Medical were attached to rail-mounted sliding
carts. The central pulley was also mounted atop a slider with a
tempered steel extension spring ( k = 478.1 N/m) fixed to the
slider. The free end of the extension spring was then attached to
a Firgelli LP16 linear actuator, creating a series elastic actuator.
The linear actuator provided the draw force to the central
pulley, which was then distributed to the head stabilization
blocks through the differential mechanism.
The controller was implemented on a Teensy 3.6
microcontroller, which outputs a PWM voltage signal to an Hbridge fed by a 12 VDC power source. In order to provide
feedback of the input force, a linear potentiometer was
mounted in parallel with the extension spring, which measured
the spring deflection. Constant force springs providing 1.07 N
restoring force was attached to the head blocks in order to
return them to home position once the input actuation is
removed.
To validate the force relation between the force applied on
the head, fh, and the input force, fin, a Transducer Techniques
MLP-10 single axis load cell was positioned to provide a
mechanical stop for the rigid base of the head support blocks.
The output signal was conditioned by a TMO-2 +/- 10VDC
signal conditioner. A more sophisticated method to measure the
force applied directly by foam head support blocks will be the
subject of future work. An image of the proof-of-concept
prototype may be found in Fig. 6.

Figure 5. Dynamic co-simulation results for a support force
of 10N.
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Figure 6. Experimental setup of the head support system
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EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To validate the control system on a physical prototype, the
controller was set at a desired input force fdin, to be 22.14 N
based on the same calculations as for the simulation. The data
was collected form the linear potentiometer and the single axis
load cell. The data from the linear potentiometer was used to
estimate the total input force to the system at the SEA , fin, as
explained in Eq. (3). The force applied by one head block was
directly measured by the load cell. The results can be seen in
Fig 7.
The results show very similar behavior to that of the
simulation. The measured fin, estimated from the extension of
the spring starts from approximately 2N due to the tension
generated by the retraction springs, which is equal to 2fc.
During the experiment, the head support blocks make contact at
about 3 seconds, which causes an increase in fin starting at 3.5
seconds. The control system then drives fin almost linearly to
the desired value of 22.14 N.
The force measured by the load cell, corresponding to the
force applied to the head, fh, varies more from the simulation.
The simulated head force shows an impulse due to contact,
followed by a short mechanical settling period where the
controller continues to apply force. In the experimental results,
the measured head force shows no impulse as well as a slight
decay in the steady state value. Both behaviors are due to
characteristics of load cells and the signal filtration applied to
remove high frequency noise. In all, results show that the
physical system was able to meet the desired requirements with
a settling time less than 8 seconds.

Figure 7. Experimental results for a support force of 10 N

Both the simulation and prototype test indicate that the
proposed control scheme meets the design requirements. The
system was tested only for the case where the head is held
stationary, with no force or position disturbances. Further work
on the concept will involve testing the design with disturbances
caused due to motion of the platform or due to varying forces
exerted by the head on the support blocks. Another key goal of
future work will be reducing the overall size of the system
using two tiered pulleys to redirect the cables, thus providing a
gear reduction and reducing the required motion of the central
pulley. Rotating the central pulley and actuation vertically will
also be investigated as a space saving method. Additionally, a
head-shaped force sensing apparatus will be designed to
measure the force applied by the compliant blocks on each
point of the head.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a control scheme for a novel head
stabilization mechanism. Detailed dynamic analysis of the
system was done and the proposed control scheme was
explained in detail. The dynamic system and controller were
co-simulated in MSC ADAMS- Matlab to test the validity of
the system. A proof of concept prototype was integrated and the
controller was experimentally tested.
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